Handler Training

Trainer: Oxford Instruments Training Manager

Location: Oxford Instruments Plasma Technology UK Headquarters

Duration: 1 day

Places per session: 6

Suitable for: Equipment Engineers looking to develop the essential skills required to re-teach the robot, configure tool handling and complete a wafer size change.

Course details

Course will utilise the MMX and EMS training system robots – emphasis will be on tuition and practice in a controlled environment.

- Brooks/EMS terminology
- Elevator and wafer mapping configuration
- Basic set-up for the various facets/station
- Safety hub indicators
- Wafer size change – Aligner and loadport/elevator
- Handling recovery
- Wafer transfer
Delivering Maximum Performance

Oxford Instruments provides services for R&D start-up to fab expansion, from pilot lines to mass production. Whatever your needs we have a service package to ensure your system and lab or fab are operating at peak performance.

Self Sufficiency
The self-sufficiency packages give you the freedom to manage and maintain your systems using your own engineers— with a little help from us when you need it.

Service Agreements
Our range of service agreements ensure our engineers will support you whenever you need us.

Service Support Options
We also offer our customers the option to purchase prepaid services through our service credits scheme.

To find out more visit plasma.oxinst.com/support

Email: plasma@oxinst.com
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For further information please contact your local Oxford Instruments Plasma Technology office.